Purpose: To evaluate the impact of field strength and respiratory motion control on diffusion-weighted MR imaging (DWI) of the liver at 1.5 and 3 T. Material and Methods: Three DWI sequences using seven b-values from 20 -400 s/mm 2 were designed with identical parameters but with different handling of respiratory motion [respiratory triggered (RT), free breathing (FB), breath hold (BH)] on 3 T and 1.5 T. Thirteen volunteers were examined at a 3 T and six of them also at a 1.5 T magnet. DW images were analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively. Regions of interest were placed in cranial, middle and caudal parts of the right liver lobe (RLL) and ADC and SNR were calculated. Results: ADC in RLL tended to be lower at 3 T MRI. Least inter-subject ADC variability was found with RT in the middle RLL at 3 T. Highest ADCs were found caudally in the RLL. Significant differences in ADC between middle and caudal RLL were calculated in FB and RT at 3 T and FB and BH at 1.5 T, respectively. No significant difference in SNR was found between 3 T and 1.5 T. There were significantly more artifacts in the left liver lobe (LLL) compared to the RLL in all sequences and in the LLL at 3 T compared to 1.5 T. Conclusion: Our study suggests that longitudinal hepatic ADC measurements should be performed using equivalent field strength, b-values, and acquisition technique, given influence of these factors on ADC measurements.
Introduction
MR imaging is the only method available today which can evaluate the molecular diffusion process in vivo noninvasively. Recent improvements in hard and soft ware made it possible to add DWI to several clinical body MR imaging protocols, mainly in patients with oncologic problems [1] [2] [3] . In addition, the potential of DWI has sparked interest in evaluating diffuse and focal liver disease [4] , as metabolic, infectious and malignant diseases may involve the liver.
Previously, most liver DWI studies have been conducted at 1.5 T. Different DWI techniques, such as breath-hold (BH), respiratory-triggered (RT) or free breathing (FB) [5] [6] [7] [8] , were employed. Most commonly, single-shot spin-echo echo-planar (SE-EPI) sequences under breath-holding were used, but no consensus exists on which technique is most appropriate. Only very few DWI studies were performed at a magnetic field strength of 3 T, either with RT [9] or FB [10] . Works conducted in normal subjects comparing the ADCs in the right liver lobe (RLL) on 3 T and 1.5 T have resulted in partly contradictory conclusions, specifically, one study observed that the ADC increased at 3 T compared to 1.5 T [11] , whereas another study found the ADC to decease at 3 T compared to 1.5 T [12] .
The benefits of 3 T MR imaging for the central nervous and musculoskeletal system are well recognized [13] . 3 T MR imaging offers a potentially up to two-fold increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to 1.5 T [14] . This could be advantageous for 3 T DWI of the liver as DWI suffers from a relatively low SNR. On the other hand, potential limitations for body MRI at 3 T include worse magnetic susceptibility and chemical shift artifacts, longer T1 and shorter T2 and T2 * relaxation times, 4-fold higher radiofrequency (RF) power deposition that impairs pulse sequence performance because of specific absorption rates limits, and increased B1 field inhomogeneities [9, 15] . In addition, as the liver borders on gascontaining lung and peristaltic gas-containing bowel loops, the peripheral parts of the liver could be even more prone to artifacts. Furthermore, artifacts from respiratory motion and cardiac pulsation could negatively influence diffusion measurements. These limitations could potentially impair or even undo the SNR advantage of 3 T.
To our knowledge, there is only little data and partly contradictory conclusions in the literature regarding comparison of DWI of the liver at 3 T versus 1.5 T [11, 12] . A discrepancy in ADC values between field strengths would limit the general applicability of the results, e.g. in follow-up evaluations of diffuse liver disease or liver lesions.
Therefore, the purpose of our study was to evaluate the impact of field strength and respiratory motion control on DWI of the liver. To do this we created a RT, a FB, and a BH DWI protocol that was applied to healthy volunteers at both 1.5 T and 3 T.
Material and Methods
The study was approved by the institutional review board and all volunteers provided informed consent.
DWI Sequence Design
All examinations were performed at a 3 T and a 1.5 T system (Magnetom Trio and Avanto, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). A six-channel body and a twelvechannel spine matrix coil were combined for all measurements at both field strengths. The scanner software version at the time of the study was syngo VB15 for both scanners.
For measurement of the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) in the liver, three pulse sequences with different strategies for handling of respiratory motion were designed ( Table 1) :
RT: A SE-EPI sequence acquired under free breathing with prospective acquisition correction (PACE) navigator respiratory triggering technique.
FB: A SE-EPI sequence acquired under free breathing. BH: A SE-EPI sequence acquired during breath hold. One b-value was acquired during each breath hold and the sequence was repeated 7 times with a 15-second interval between successive scans.
Seven b-values were acquired for each sequence (20, 30, 40 , 50, 100, 200, and 400 s/mm 2 ). To minimize potential effects of diffusion anisotropy, data was acquired in the 3-scan trace mode. Images were acquired in axial orientation. On a large phantom, the free diffusion coefficient of water was measured at room temperature within the range of 2.00 -2.06 (×10 3 mm 2 /s) for all sequences and at both field strengths.
Subjects
Thirteen healthy volunteers (8 men, 5 women; age 25 -52, mean age 32) were included in the study and examined at 3 T. In a subgroup, six subjects (3 men, 3 women, age 26 -29, mean age 26.5) were examined at both 3 T and 1.5 T on separate dates (range 3 -5 days).
Data Analysis
MR images were reviewed and analyzed quantitatively as well as qualitatively.
The ADCs were determined from the slope of a linear regression line fitted from the natural logarithm of the signal intensity (SI) as a function of b-value (ln(SI) = ADCb + const). The r 2 value as a measure of the goodness of fit for the linear regression was noted (Figure 1) . For this purpose, ROIs of at least 60 pixels in size were placed in the cranial, middle, and caudal part of the right liver lobe (RLL). Comparable regions were used on both 3 T and 1.5 T. Great care was taken to place the ROIs in homogeneous areas that were free of visible vessels. The ROIs in the cranial and caudal part of the RLL were placed at least 1 cm from the liver capsule to minimize influence from artifacts on signal near the liver surface. In two volunteers, ADC calculation was also performed in the left liver lobe (LLL) [RLL and LLL were defined by the portal branching and liver veins according to Couinaud [16] ]. SNR was determined for bvalues = 20 and 400 s/mm 2 by dividing the mean liver SI with the standard deviation (SD) in an artifact-free area of the background noise.
For qualitative analysis the images were reviewed on a PACS workstation (IDS7, Sectra, Sweden) in random order. Subject information was removed, and the two readers (JB, MFM) were unaware of the magnetic field strengths used to generate the images. Both radiologists gave an independent reading. Qualitative analysis was performed separately and independently from the quantitative analysis. All evaluations were categorized and documented by using standardized data sheets. Overall image quality assessment for each sequence type was evaluated in the RLL and LLL. In addition, each of the following criteria including motion/pulsation artifacts, image distortion, magnetic susceptibility artifacts, chemical shift and ghosting were subjectively graded using a 4-point rating scale from 1 to 4, referring to 1) poor quality: not diagnostic; 2) fair quality: RLL and/or LLL visible with substantial artifacts; 3) good quality: RLL and/ or LLL adequately seen, few artifacts; and 4) excellent quality: no artifacts seen. Before qualitative analysis was carried out, the two radiologists analyzed a separate set of training cases with agreed-upon ratings conjointly.
Statistical Analysis
For the RLL and LLL at both magnetic field strengths, primary dependent measures for statistical analyses included SNR, ADC values, and r 2 of the regression line ln(SI) vs b-value. These measurements obtained with each imaging sequence were submitted to separate repeated measures of analysis with field strength and location within the liver. In addition, the averaged ADC values from the different location in RLL were compared between the FB, RT, and BH type sequences. Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare these quantitative parameters and the qualitative ratings. Differences of ADC measurements between 3 T and 1.5 T were calculated and Bland-Altman plots generated. Agreement between the two readers in terms of image quality scores was assessed by weighted specific-category kappa measure. A significance level of ≤0.05 was used for all analyses. The standard deviation (SD) of the ADC values was used as a measure of the inter-individual variation.
Results
The ADCs and the inter-individual ADC variation (SD) tended to be lower at 3 T than at 1.5 T. The lowest variation was obtained with the RT measurement in the middle RLL at 3 T.
Generally, the artifacts were worse at 3 T compared to at 1.5 T (Table 2, Figure 2 ). There were more artifacts (p < 0.01) in the LLL compared to the RLL in all three sequence types at both 3 T and 1.5 T. In addition, there were significantly more artifacts in the LLL at 3 T compared to 1.5 T. There was a good agreement between the two observers for image quality assessment (weighted kappa coefficient = 0.72).
There was no significant difference in SNR between 3 T and 1.5 T, and between the three types of imaging sequences, measured for b-values of 20 and 400 s/mm 2 , respectively ( Table 3) .
The ADCs in the middle, cranial and caudal part of the RLL for the different types of diffusion-weighted sequences at 3 T and 1.5 T are compiled in Table 4 and graphically displayed in Figure 3 . The r 2 of the ADC fits were excellent and ranged from 0.92 -0.99 and no significant difference was found between 3 T and 1.5 T. There was considerable variation of the ADCs based on the magnetic field strength (3 T vs 1.5 T), type of sequence (FB, RT, BH) applied, and location within the RLL (see Figure 3) . Generally, the ADCs tended to be lower on 3 T than on 1.5 T (Figure 4 The least inter-subject ADC variability was obtained with RT at both field strengths, especially at 3 T in the middle of the RLL. The highest ADCs were found caudally in the RLL, both at 3 T and 1.5 T. Significant differences in ADC between middle and caudal part of the RLL were found in RT and FB at 3 T and FB and BH at 1.5 T, respectively (Table 4(a) ). Even averaging of the three locations in the RLL using FB, RT, and BH type sequences at 3 T and 1.
T revealed significantly lower ADC-values at 3 T (Table 4(b)).
In two representative volunteers the ADC was also calculated for the LLL. Mean ADC was higher in the LLL than RLL for all three sequence types and both magnetic field strengths. In the LLL, the ADCs were in the range of 2.0 -2.1 (3 T) and 2.0 -2.6 (1.5 T) × 10 
Discussion
We sought to determine the impact of respiratory control and field strength on the quality of DWI of the liver. Generally, the RT sequence performed somewhat better than FB and BH in terms of inter-individual variation of the ADC values. As for choice of field strength, no clear difference in inter-individual variation between 1.5 T and 3 T was seen. The lowest variation was however found for RT acquisition in the middle RLL at 3 T. Image quality was generally rather poor in the LLL at both 1.5 T and 3 T. For the RLL image quality was considered somewhat better at 1.5 T compared with 3 T.
There was no advantage of SNR in the examination of the volunteers at 3 T over 1.5 T. Previous studies have indicated a much shorter T 2 relaxation time in the liver at 3 T, which likely explains the lack of SNR-improvement at 3 T [17, 18] .
Our results indicate that the ADC cannot be measured reliably in the LLL as susceptibility and motion artifacts may dominate. Motion artifacts propagated from the contracting heart and pulsating aorta may induce substantial signal loss in diffusion-weighted images depending on the cardiac phase [19, 20] and may impair reliability and reproducibility of ADC measurements of liver parenchyma and lesions. Not surprisingly, only very few articles discuss this issue or demonstrate images with pathology in the left liver lobe [4, [21] [22] [23] . Subjective quali- tative image analysis showed that these artifacts were even more pronounced at 3 T. This could be an effect of increased chemical-shift and susceptibility, and blooming of gas-containing bowel loops. Hence, calculated ADC are either overestimated [22] or even impossible to measure. For these reasons, we did not perform any further evaluation of the LLL but concentrated on the RLL.
The vast majority of DWI studies of the liver so far have been performed at 1.5 T and used SE-EPI sequences in combination with fat suppression. A few of these studies explored also whether DWI would best be performed with use of RT, FB or BH acquisitions. Kandpal et al. [22] and Taouli et al. [24] compared RT with BH acquisitions at 1.5 T in patients with focal liver lesions. They concluded that RT should be preferred because of better SNR and image quality, but had different statements concerning impact on the calculated ADC values. One reason for their observed superiority of the RT sequence could simply be that they applied 2 -3 times more signal averages in the RT sequences compared with the BH sequences. Kwee et al. [7] compared RT, FB and BH sequences of the normal liver at 1.5 T in volunteers. Similar sequence parameters and two signal averages were used. They concluded that ADCs in RT were significantly higher and less reproducible than in FB and BH. In these comparisons, the calculation of the ADCs were based only on b = 0 plus one [7, 22] or two [24] more b-values with the highest being b = 500 s/mm 2 . In our study, we chose a different approach and used only b-values from 20 -400 s/mm 2 for the calculation of the ADCs. The reason for doing this was to reduce the contribution from microperfusion. In addition, in order to match the SNR of our RT and FB sequence we segmented the BH sequence in multiple breath holds. As the BH sequences in our implementation were performed with every b-value as a separate scan this could have contributed to the variability in ADC. Overall, in accordance with previous studies, the ADCs were inter-individually quite scattered. This scatter can also be observed intra-individually when diffusion is measured with dif- [10] determined the ADC values in normal liver to ≈ 2.4 × 10 −3 mm 2 /s at 3 T using a stimulated-echo EPI sequence during FB. They applied only 0 plus 400 s/mm 2 as b-values which might explain at least partly why our calculated ADCs at 3 T were much lower. The same researchers compared the ADCs in the liver between 3 T and 1.5 T in a different publication and concluded that the ADCs at 3 T were significantly higher than at 1.5 T [11] . On the other hand, Rosenkrantz et al. [12] measured much lower ADCs (1.49 ± 0.47 × 10 −3 mm 2 /s) using similar hard-and software and did not find a significant difference between 3 T and 1.5 T. As in our study, artifacts were subjectively more pronounced at 3 T and may have influenced the accuracy of the ADC measurements. However, ADC with low inter-individual scatter and relatively small SD could be calculated in our study in the middle of the RLL with RT at 3 T.
Generally, the ADC values in our study tended to be lower at 3 T compared to 1.5 T, as hinted in Figure 3 . They were significantly lower with RT in the middle of the RLL. The reason for this discrepancy is unknown, but we speculate that it may be related to the shorter T2 * at 3 T compared to 1.5 T. The best conditions for calculating the ADCs should be in the middle of the RLL (most homogenous magnetic field and least susceptibility artifacts). This was confirmed with low inter-individual SD of the ADC measurement using RT at 3 T. ADC varied considerably when measured in the cranial and caudal part compared to the central part of the RLL. Mean ADC tended to be higher in the cranial and caudal part compared to the middle part of the RLL at 3 T as well as at 1.5 T. Significant differences between middle and caudal part of the RLL were found for RT and FB at 3 T and FB at 1.5 T, respectively. A possible explanation for this may be, besides artifacts from susceptibility, that the liver will be deformed during respiration. This deformation is complex, more pronounced in the caudal part of the RLL, and different during inspiration and expiration, variable between different breathing cycles, and during the drift in the expiration position over time [25] . Furthermore, the caudal part of the RLL can be deformed due to intestinal activity [25] . These resulting motions are far smaller than respiratory movement but may lead to intravoxel phase dispersion and consequently signal loss with artificially increased ADC [26] . Hence, several kinds of artifacts may lead to an overestimation of the calculated ADCs in these regions.
In order to assess diffuse liver disease, an accurate, reproducible and noninvasive test is desirable for early diagnosis and disease monitoring. Our study suggests that ADC measurement using RT in the middle of the RLL at 3 T could be most accurate. However, image quality of some axial sections can be degraded and ADC calculation in these regions would result in measurement errors. Therefore, great care has to be taken to select standardized ROIs. This fact could pose a problem if ADC has to be recalculated by a different observer or on follow-up examinations possibly resulting in poor reproducibility [27] .
Our present study has some limitations. First, our study population was relatively small and consisted only of middle-aged healthy volunteers. Nevertheless, our results may have impact on DWI in patients with diffuse liver disease concerning choice of magnetic field strength, type of DWI acquisition, as well as sampling location.
In summary, ADC values tended to be lower at 3 T compared to 1.5 T. Least inter-individual variation in ADC was found in middle RLL measured with RT at 3 T. However, measured ADC values of the liver are dependent on the type of DWI sequence, selection of b-values, as well as magnetic field strength or a combination of any or all of these factors and sampling location. There may also be an inter-individual physiologic scatter of ADCs. This implies that ADC measurements have to be performed ideally under a standardized manner and are probably best suited for intra-individual follow-up examinations.
